Position: V&V Technical RA Specialist

Q Core Medical is an international Medical Device company that develops and manufactures innovative medical equipment. Specifically, Q Core develops infusion pumps and their related accessory products.

Job Description:

• Responsibility for compliance-related issues of the company’s products
• Define product testing strategy for multi-disciplinary projects
• Lead verification and validation efforts for new products and components (Includes hands on activities)
• Lead departmental tasks that include problem solving and critical/root cause analysis
• Define and evaluate regulatory requirements
• Work in a multi-disciplinary environment and interact with personnel from various fields
• Lead tasks involves biocompatibility and chemical tests on products

Direct Manager: V&V Manager

Job Requirements:

• **Education:** PhD in Biomedical /Biotechnology Engineering from a known establishment (At least one degree in Engineering)

• **Job skills:**
  - Experience in a multidisciplinary lab
  - Experience in working with standards and FDA guidance for the medical device industry – Must
  - Experience of 1-3 years in medical device industry – advantage
  - Experience in planning verification activities of multi disciplinary products - advantage

• **Language skills:** Fluency in English with Good writing skills

Send your CV to: jobs@qcore.com